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Featuring the enchanting artwork of Josephine Wall, the Mystical Wisdom Deck provides guidance

for the present and inspiration for the future. Archangels, goddesses, spirit animals, fairies and

wonderful, mystical creatures deliver uplifting messages and gentle advice to help you get past all of

life s challenges and get back to joy! The Mystical Wisdom Deck includes 46 cards with a 64-page

illustrated guidebook full of hope and wisdom.
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Using the word â€œMysticalâ€• or â€œMysticâ€• in the name of a product pretty much ensures that I

will want to take a close look at it. (Observe my Tarot/Oracle card collection featuring such titles as

Mystic Dreamer, Mystic Faerie, Mystical Cats, Mystic Spiral). Iâ€™m not big on â€œAngelâ€• oracles,

so I was delighted to see that in addition to angelic influences, the creators of the Mystical Wisdom

card deck incorporated gods, goddesses, fairies, and animal spirit guides.Iâ€™m also not a big fan

of saccharine messages and affirmations, especially when paired with airy-fairy art that is somehow

supposed to make everything okay (it doesnâ€™t), so I am pleased to note that the Mystical

Wisdom cards (while certainly inspirational and uplifting) allow for awareness and exploration of

lifeâ€™s complexities.Josephine Wallâ€™s artwork is gorgeous and so much more than â€œa pretty

face.â€• Each card provides a wealth of detail, color, and imagination. From the rich, moody purple,

blue, and indigo of the â€œMoving Forwardâ€• card to the cheery gold, yellow, and green of the

â€œVacationâ€• card, Wall uses her palette with great skill, weaving into each image a story worth



meditating upon.This deck is a wonderful choice for a daily card draw â€“ either for inspiration or to

answer a specific question. The deck creators also suggest a 3-card spread that would cover the

beginning of the week, the middle of the week, and the end of the week. The deck also works well

with Past-Present-Future-Outcome readings and the Celtic Cross.

This deck is amazingly deep. It's a bit deceptive as well. With cards named Peacock and Unicorn,

you think it will be a somewhat fanciful flight of imagination. Then you dive into Gratitude and

Relationships and more where you see the deep nature of this deck. The artwork is mesmerizingly

beautiful with artist Josephine Wall one-upping herself. I thought her last deck was gorgeous, but

this one is even more stunning.There are 44 cards accompanied by a 64 page book. The box is a

sturdy cardboard that will stand up to years' of use. The packaging is really fabulous. It's a deck I

will be happy to leave in the box rather than move to a bag.I've already used this in my weekly

Tarotscopes and will be using it in my daily draws on Facebook. I find that the titles and key phrases

on the cards are very helpful without being intrusive. The images balance nicely with those

titles/phrases. I loved the joyful nature of the writing for the cards. Guthrie stayed very positive while

not neglecting to balance with the not-so-joyful parts of life as well.All in all this is a good addition to

my working oracle collection. I look forward to more from Josephine Wall as always. And I'll be on

the lookout for Gaye Guthrie as well.

I simply LOVE the Mystical Wisdom card deck. The artwork by Josephine Wall is absolutely

amazing and the messages by Gaye Guthrie are clear and concise but allow you to think about

what message you are receiving and how it relates to your situation and life. Each card also comes

with it's own mantra that you can say throughout the day or while meditating with your mala beads.

The only thing I wish was different about this deck is if the cards were a little smaller. I have small

hands so I have to really stretch while shuffling. I have quite a few oracle and tarot deck but this is

one of my favorites (another being Whispers Of Love with artwork also by Josephine Wall) and my

personal readings and client reading are always spot on accurate. This is a wonderful deck for all

levels of readers from beginning to advanced. I would definitely recommend this deck to other

divination readers.

Offering guidance for the present and predictions for the future, this angel-inspired, 46-card deck is

brought to life with highly energetic illustrations, vibrating at the frequencies of the enlightened

beings from which they were derived. The64-page companion book offers insight into the



symbolism of each illustration, a key phrase to help users connect with the cardâ€™s message, and

a dedicated mantra to access the energy of the angel, animal totem, or spirit guide associated with

the card.Gentle in their overall appearance, yet dynamic in their execution, these cards beckon us to

follow them toward a life of joy and productivity. The intensely detailed content makes them

excellent divination tools while the swirling coherence of colors and symbolism make them highly

charged for meditation.(TarotWise.com received a free review copy of this deck.)

These are some of the most beautiful cards I've ever seen. They are high quality, has a good

description book of each card. The pictures are detailed and you can get a lot of information just

from them.

LOVE! The artwork is fabulous on these cards! They are certainly very easy to read and follow, easy

to shuffle and manipulate. The artwork is definitely whimsical and romantic. It's not a "go to" deck for

me, but they are beautiful with some wonderful messages.

These cards are beautiful and the meanings are nice as well. There are not many directions in the

included book on different ways to use these cards. I keep them in my desk at work and do a

reading daily for myself, and sometimes coworkers
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